Animated transitions are an integral part of modern interaction frameworks. With the increasing number of animation scenarios, they have grown in range of animatable features. Yet not all transitions can be smoothed: programming systems limit the flexibility of frameworks for animating new things, and force them to expose low-level details to programmers. We present an ongoing work to provide system-wide animation of objects, by introducing a delay operator. This operator turns setter function calls into animations. It offers a coherent way to express animations across frameworks, and facilitates the animation of new properties.
INTRODUCTION
Since the development of computers, animations have been used in an increasingly wide range of scenarios such as: teaching of programming with visual environments [9, 25, 28] ; transitions in Graphical User Interfaces and visualization systems for resizing windows or transitioning between views on data [12, 19, 27] ; or the animation of virtual characters in video games by interpolation among motion-captured keyframes [6, 29] . Animations are considered useful in user interfaces to help following changes [26] , and in visualizations to build a mental map of spatial information [2] . They can also convey meaning in data visualization [14] , storytelling [18] , as well as many other roles in user interfaces [7] .
Interaction frameworks have been evolving over years to support a greater range of uses, by developing more flexible ways to animate elements in user interfaces. While early systems would animate a few properties, such as position or color, with different functions for each, modern systems contain too many to scale this way. In particular, CSS3 has 44 animatable properties 1 , and Core Animation has 29 2 . To cope with this increasing numbers of animatable properties, most frameworks rely on naming strategies to refer to properties -like "position", "scale", "color" -instead of having one specific function for each. This improves flexibility for choosing animated properties at runtime, and reduces API size. It also gives an implicit contract that any property can animate, or at least one which would make sense to the programmer.
This flexibility has a price though. The animation of custom properties and types requires frameworks to provide an advanced API that exposes low-level details of their animation systems, including timers and threads. This results in larger animation APIs, and cumbersome syntaxes owing to the complex techniques often used to animate properties by names. It also creates a steep learning curve from basic to advanced API, which is likely to force programmers to stick to existing animatable properties whenever possible.
In this paper, we introduce a delay operator to express animations by turning setter functions calls into smooth transitions, as illustrated by the following pseudo-code:
object.setProperty(target) during 2s
We start by describing our structure of an animation, and the steps required to build it with a delay operator. Then we describe the implementation of a working prototype on the Pharo Smalltalk platform [4] . Finally, we review and compare six modern interaction frameworks, and discuss the limits of our system and future work on the topic.
DESCRIBING ANIMATIONS
In interactive computer systems, a transition from an initial to a final state is instantaneous: changing the on screen position of an object makes it disappear from its current position, and at the same time appear at its new one. This abrupt change can break our perception that one same object moved, instead of a new one appearing at another position. Animations smooth the transition in time, so that it looks continuous. Betrancourt and Tversky define it as "any application which generates a series of frames, so that each frame appears as an alteration of the previous one, and where the sequence of frames is determined either by the designer or the user" [3] .
Animation of properties in interaction frameworks consists in replacing one instantaneous transition with many small updates of the same property, in quick sequence. These changes happen as often as possible but are bound by the display refresh rate, which is the frequency for painting each rendered frame on the screen. This frequency is usually of 60 Hz, and is occasionally slowed down when the rendering of a frame takes too long.
Each update starts by computing a relative time in the animation: t = f(now), where t = 0 at the beginning, and t = 1 at the end. t does not necessarily grow uniformly in [0, 1]: it may accelerate at start, bounce back before stop, and even oscillate around target 3 . We call f a pacing function.
Then the value computed for each update is obtained with an interpolation function, interpolate(origin,target,t), which returns origin at t = 0 and target at t = 1. The function depends on the types of the values, i.e. colors and positions would not be interpolated with the same algorithm.
To describe the concept of an animated property, we rely on the 5 high level aspects of animations defined by Mirlacher et al. [21] . We define a Smooth Transition object as containing:
receiver which is the object to animate; function signature is the name of the function setting the target property, and the types of its arguments; key values defines the initial and final values for each of the arguments; duration in seconds; sampling object which fires events to notify when each update should happen, at the output frequency; pacing function which adds temporal effects by varying animation speed; interpolation functions for each argument, depending on their types; running status allowing the transition to be paused, stopped, looped or reversed.
THE DELAY OPERATOR
Our delay operator binds a duration to a function call, creating a Smooth Transition object: <functionCall> during <duration>. It proceeds in four steps, as shown in Figure 1 . The first step, extract function call components, extracts four elements out of the function call: its receiver, its name, the ending values, and their types. It also cancels immediate execution of the function. This step effectively reifies the call, because we look at data, and we extract its characteristics. This requires support for introspection of code in the programming language, i.e. the ability to examine its properties instead of executing it (more details are given in the Implementation section).
To retrieve the initial values, we need a mechanism to obtain the current values of a property targetted by a setter function. Fortunately, many frameworks adopt conventions in how setter and getter functions are named. Qt [24] , for example, matches most setProperty(...) setter functions with a property() getter function. On Smalltalk platforms, the convention is to name getters and setters the same, like object property and object property: <value>. Naming conventions are important: without them compilers would have to associate a stored value to each function flagged as a setter. For multiple-argument functions, getters can return in value holders passed as arguments. Once the getter function is inferred, it is called dynamically to retrieve the initial values. For languages without dynamic dispatch like C, a clever naming convention like property() => get_property() would allow substitution at preprocessing. Otherwise this requires explicit support from the compiler.
The third step, initialize interpolation methods, provides a default interpolation algorithm for each argument, depending on their type. For integers and real numbers we use:
interpolate
Composite types such as positions and colors interpolate their components separately as numbers. However, there are types for which this kind of interpolation would not make sense, such as arrays or strings, as in Figure 2 . For these cases, programmers should be able to provide their own alternate interpolator. This step also benefits from polymorphism support, to expect an interpolate method in each argument, if an alternate one has not been given. For scheduling the future updates, interaction with users requires the lowest latency in a feedback loop, i.e. the delay between each update and its result on screen. This matters in contexts such as interaction with touchscreens [10] , performance on digital musical instruments [17] , and online gaming [8] . Consequently, each animation update should be scheduled as late as possible, and before any depending events, as shown in Figure 3 . Here, support from the system would take the form of a callback mechanism to execute code right before rendering, like W3C's requestAnimationFrame [13] . The delay operator automatically sets the running status to start the animation once it is created. updates. An output event is generated by the operating system, then the rendering system pauses in order to minimize the time left after rendering and before the next output tick. Animation code is inserted before each rendering execution.
IMPLEMENTATION
Our proof-of-concept implementation of the delay operator has been done in the Smalltalk language and tested with three interaction frameworks. Smalltalk is object oriented at its core, and uses messages between objects instead of functions: the code myWidget color: col1 sends the message color: with argument col1 to myWidget. Messages are dispatched dynamically, i.e. the code to execute is selected at run-time. Our prototype expresses animations with: Our extension is embodied in the during: message. The square brackets around the setter message create a block closure, allowing us to inspect the code inside without executing it. We resolve the four steps described in the previous section as follows:
• Extraction of the message components is done by parsing its byte code at runtime, relying on the introspection features of the platform; • To retrieve an initial value, we remove the colon from property: to infer a getter message. This message is then sent to object, and the return value is the initial value. Note that this mechanism does not allow animating functions with multiple arguments, because the getter message returns only one value; • Our default interpolator relies on polymorphism, by executing (origin * (1 -t)) + (target * t), which sends * and + messages to the starting and ending values. However, developpers can also provide alternate interpolation code per transition object. Failure to provide any of these invokes the debugger, which is a standard error mechanism in Smalltalk; • Since we do not have access to system-wide events for display, future updates are registered using the callback mechanism of one of the host frameworks. This limitation is discussed further in this section.
Preliminary tests
We tested this animation kernel with the three most popular interaction frameworks for the Pharo platform: (i) Morphic [20] , a graphical interface initially built for the Self language, then later ported to Smalltalk for Squeak, and now available in Pharo; (ii) Bloc [23] , that aims at being the successor for Morphic by supporting more input devices, and using vector graphics to cover a wider range of pixel densities; and (iii) Roassal [11] , a visualization framework with a large library of templates and a Domain Specific Language designed to express interactive visualizations with little code. The biggest challenge we faced is related to when we update animations. In order to carry out the schedule in Figure 3 with existing interaction frameworks, we should insert the updates before their rendering code, if they allow so.
Morphic provides a callback, World defer: <closure>, to execute a block of code before the next rendering pass. We used it to schedule our animation updates: Morphic is so bound to the system, that every other framework depends on it thus allowing our extension to work for all of them. Although Bloc also provides a similar callback: BlUniverse defer: <closure>, we did not want to patch our animation system for every new framework and relied exclusively on Morphic. This raises the problem of actual framework independence: our system is not actually independent, it works for other frameworks because they depend on Morphic too.
Ultimately this should not be the case, and a callback for animation should be the responsibility of the language or standard library. This would allow third-party systems like ours to function independently of any frameworks.
By using the delay operator with Morphic, we were able to animate changes in position, background color, border style, and title of a window (see Figure 4 ). We also managed to change these attributes on existing buttons inside a window. To allow a default interpolation of strings as on the left of Figure 2 , we implemented + as concatenation on strings, and * as extraction of a portion of a string. However, not all properties would transition properly. The default text inside a text entry field did not allow edition once it was displayed, despite providing a getter and a setter. This was a limit of this widget: animation through dynamic calls cares only about calling methods, no matter their effect.
Our system worked with Bloc and Roassal too, although sometimes Roassal did not follow the getter-setter convention. For position, widgets would have a getter position and a setter translateTo:. In such a case, we had to fix Roassal with a new position: message. For color, the names color and color: matched, but the getter would not return a Color object. In this case, we had to fix our system to always convert the target value to the type returned by the getter function. These issues show the importance of a naming convention for getters and setters: it allows our system to work without storing a correspondence table.
Another practical issue appeared in Roassal, as updating a widget would not automatically flag its containing view for refresh. This made all animations invisible until we moved or resized the view. Although we considered it as a flaw in this framework, we resolved it by manually refreshing the view along each animation, with a second one in parallel. However, with further work we would fix the setters on widgets in Roassal, to call their parent view for refresh.
Finally, we added support for the during: message on groups of messages:
[object position: 100@100. object color: Color blue] during: 2 seconds This example returns two Smooth Transition objects in an Array object, which we modified to forward running operationsstart, stop, pause -to its elements. While this extension is out of the scope of this paper, it required additional support for reifying several function calls at once.
RELATED WORK
For this work we reviewed the animation APIs of six popular interaction frameworks. Qt [24] is a mainstream interaction framework for C++ available on desktop and mobile platforms. Apple's Core Animation [1] is the standard recommended framework for the OSX and iOS platforms. JavaFX 8 [22] is the official successor of Swing, and Android [15] is another popular Java framework for mobile devices. We also selected D3.js [5] for its popularity as a web visualization tool, and GSAP [16] for having the most flexible choice of animatable properties. We were interested in how flexible and compact each of these frameworks were for expressing animations. Our intent is to observe their different strategies for animating properties dynamically.
The comparison is displayed in Table 1 . The dimensions considered were:
• animatable properties: the supported properties, with emphasis on the techniques used to support new ones; • animatable types: the supported types, and analogously the techniques used to support custom types; • sample syntax: code snippets implementing a minimal example to assign property to target during 2 seconds.
Restrictions on properties come in three sorts: the need to inherit a particular class or interface (Qt 5, Core Animation, JavaFX 8), the naming of property accessors (Android), and the avoidance of special keywords (GSAP). For types we identify two groups of frameworks: those with a bounded set (Qt 5, Core Animation), and those requiring a custom interpolation function. It is often provided as a functor object, which is an object with a single method. In addition, D3 is notable for automatically interpolating the fields of unknown objects, thanks to Javascript's ability to list their properties.
As for the syntax, some frameworks have alternate forms, the more comprehensive being presented here. Almost all build animation objects using a "property" string. GSAP's TweenLite retrieves the property name by parsing the fields of its 3rd argument. D3's approach is to append .transition() after the receiver, a proxy object intercepts style and attr function calls, to smooth them automatically. These many syntaxes pose the question of which representations are easier to read, faster to code with, and lead to less bugs. In particular, we are concerned about the effect of maintaining function call syntax, as with D3's proxy object.
CONCLUSION
In Object-Oriented Programming, objects encapsulate their own state and expose it with interfaces. If they have coordinates for a position, then they will likely expose functions getPosition() and setPosition(Point). Animation through dynamic calls makes clever use of these, by obtaining an origin value with the former, and sending small variations between origin and target to the latter. Objects do not have to know how to animate their positions: with a series of small updates we fake a smooth movement towards its destination.
From this observation, we studied the concept of animation for all objects in the system, independently of any frameworks. In addition, we aimed for a syntax reusing as much as possible the existing lexical elements. This resulted in a delay operator appended to function calls:
object.setProperty(target) during 2s
We have presented a process and a working implementation to create and initialize a transition object from this syntax, resulting in two recommendations for interactive systems: (i) to provide a system-wide signaling mechanism for display refresh events; and (ii) to promote naming conventions for getter and setter functions.
In the future, this prototype system should contribute to measuring the effect of animation syntax on programmers' ease in prototyping. More generally, we are interested by the effect of maintaining the consistency of function call syntax.
We also aim to extend this approach to non-visual transitions such as audio and haptic feedback or microcontrollers. Indeed, they rely on smooth transitions too: the cross-fading
